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1 Introduction

According to the joint program of activity for the years 2006-2007, the activity within WVL2
has been carried out by following the same lines described in D.WVL.9 (“Report on the
security of practical system”), namely: i) analysis of the security of practical schemes (in the
attempt to apply in practice the theoretical results derived in WVL1), ii) development of new
practical systems with improved security features, and iii) evaluation of the effectiveness of
theoretical attacks casted in a real framework. In order to summarize the main results that
have been obtained, while at the same time providing a description that is as detailed as
possible, a different section is dedicated to each of the above goals, the only exceptions being
line iii) (evaluation of the effectiveness of theoretical attacks casted in a real framework), that
resulted in two different activities, one oriented towards the development of general purpose
benchmarking tools including security-oriented features (see section 3) and one relying on the
organization of worldwide contests aiming at assessing the validity of theoretical robustness
and security attacks in practical scenarios (section 5). Each section starts with a brief review
of the results that have been obtained and the main open issues that still need to be addressed,
and continues with a one-by-one description of the research activities carried out by WAVILA
partners. In order to avoid fragmentation of the report, the description of the various activities
follows a unique format: for each research activity the addressed problem, the motivations, the
technological solutions and the obtained results are described in a few lines. The publications
resulting from each activity are also given. The deliverable ends with an appendix including
any research activity that, though not directly mentioned in the WAVILA workplan, concerns
contiguous topics that for their nature play an important role from a practical perspective.

2 Analysis of the security of real systems

In the previous deliverable of WVL2 (D.WVL.9), the theoretical framework developed within
WVL1 was applied to evaluate the security of some well known classes of watermarking
systems, namely informed and non-informed spread spectrum and lattice-based QIM. Such an
activity has now been extended along two directions: according to the first one the assumption
that the embedded message is known was removed (section 2.1), whereas according to the
latter the analysis is brought closer to reality by considering the security of one of the most
popular image watermarking systems (section 2.2). As opposed to the previous years, the
activity was extended so to encompass data hiding (steganographic) algorithms leading to
the results described in sections 2.3 and 2.4.

As it is becoming more and more evident both from a theoretical and a practical point of
view, security and robustness are closely intertwined properties, in many cases for instance,
increasing the security can only be obtained at the expenses of robustness. A certain amount
of research, then, regarded watermark robustness. The results in this sense has been gathered
in section 2.5, including results regarding the robustness of SCS, multiple watermarking and
robustness against geometric attacks.
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2.1 Security holes in practical lattice data hiding codes [PFPG07a,
PFPG07b]

Addressed problem: The security of lattice data hiding codes is considered from information-
theoretic and practical points of view, according to the framework proposed in [CPFPG05].
The goal of the paper is to show that the secret parameters of the embedding function can
be estimated and used for performing attacks to the system.

Motivations: The signals watermarked by the same user convey all information about his
secret key. Hence, if the system is not perfectly secure then an attacker can estimate the
secret key (or the secret parameters of the algorithm) whenever several contents watermarked
with the same key are available to him.

Technical approach: The followed approach is an extension of that followed in [PFPGFC06],
but extending the scope of that work (focused on the “Known Message Attack” scenario)
to a more general scenario, where no knowledge about the embedded messages is assumed.
For the theoretical part, the information about the secret key (in this case, a secret dither
vector) provided by the observations is computed, paying special attention to the impact of
the coding rate in security, and showing how to achieve perfect secrecy by properly tuning
the parameters of the embedding function and of the code. In the practical part, a joint
set-membership and Bayesian approach is devised in order to estimate the secret dither
vector in practical scenarios.

Obtained results: Results are given both at the theoretical and practical level. In the
theoretical plane, two theorems state formally, on one hand, the conditions under which
perfect secrecy is theoretically achieved, and on the other hand the asymptotical information
leakage in terms of the coding rate for a large number of observations. The information
leakage for a practical nested lattice code (Distortion Compensated Dither Modulation
[CPGB06]) is also computed, in order to illustrate the most important results. In the
practical side, the results of applying the proposed estimator to several practical lattice
codes are shown, considering the accuracy in secret dither estimation is for different lattice
codes and coding rates. Finally, a “reversibility attack” (for watermarked images) using the
estimated dither vector is proposed, achieving complete removal of the embedded information
and a virtually perfect host recovery, confirming the threat represented by the security attacks.

2.2 Practical Security Analysis of Dirty Paper Trellis Watermarking
[BD07]

Addressed problem: This paper proposes a practical security analysis of dirty paper trellis
(DPT) watermarking schemes. To perform this different parameters of the secret key (the
trellis) need to be estimated: the patterns or each arc, the incoming and outgoing states for
each arc and the states. The estimation of the secret key enables to perform a worst case
attack: the embedded information is erases while the distortion is minimized.
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Motivations: DPT watermarking have been proven to achieve high performances with respect
to robustness and payload. The use of trellis for watermarking is a practical way to perform
dirty paper coding. Moreover the general WOA (Watermarked Only Contents) setup is
adopted is this study.

Technical approach: Because the watermarked data-set exhibits clusters corresponding to the
different patterns attached to the arcs of the trellis, the K-means clustering algorithm is used
to estimate the patterns of the trellis. This algorithm labels each data point to the cluster
whose centroid is the nearest. Afterwards, a co-occurrence analysis is performed to retrieve
the connectivity of the trellis and estimate the incoming and outgoing stages of the trellis.

Obtained results: The Worst Case Attack based on the estimation of the secret key induces a
SNR that is between 12 dB and 14 dB more important than for AWGN. The WCR used was
around -10 dB. This work shows that Machine learning techniques can be used to identify
clusters that are created in the data set during the embedding. This estimation has been
performed using a K-means algorithm. Different tests suggest that an accurate estimation of
the trellis is possible but depends on two parameters: the number of observations and the
embedding distortion which is directly linked with the robustness of the scheme.

2.3 On reversibility of random binning based data-hiding techniques: se-
curity perspectives [VKT+06]

Addressed problem: Having considered the reversibility problem from multimedia perspectives
[VKT+05] and taking into account the fact that it could be used in the development of more
involved attacks, we address the same problem from security perspectives.

Motivations: The wide practical use of informed data-hiding has raised a number of problems
related to reversibility in various multimedia applications. Previous works on the subject
are concentrated on the reversibility of data-hiding techniques from multimedia perspectives.
However, from the security point of view, that at our knowledge was not exploited in existing
studies, reversibility could be used by an attacker to remove the complete trace of watermark
data from the stego data in the sense of designing the worst case attack.

Technical approach: The random binning codebook construction was considered for both
Gel’fand-Pinsker and Costa cases. The security leakage was evaluated in terms of estima-
tion efforts for an auxiliary random variable. Possible attacks targeting reversibility, i.e., a
complete watermark removal, were addressed as well.

Obtained results: It is shown that an attacker with privileges given by the Kerckhoffs security
principle can introduce more involved attacks in the sense of designing the worst case attack.
These attacks can be based on either exhaustive search or security leakage analysis approaches.
For each approach, we found the complexity and the probability of decoding error for the
attacker. Moreover, from the side of data-hider, it is shown that with a proper selection of
the total number of codebooks, the exhaustive search efforts of the attacker turn out to be
hopeless. Furthermore, for Costa’s setup, when α = 1, reversibility is not possible for the
attacker in both cases due to the system design particularities.
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2.4 Information-theoretic analysis of steganalysis in real images [KVHP06]

Addressed problem: We consider the problem of performance improvement of non-blind sta-
tistical steganalysis of additive steganography in real images.

Motivations: Steganography is a branch of information hiding that deals with secret com-
munications. The main goal of steganography is to provide the means of perceptually and
statistically undetectable information transmission over some covert channel. There are two
possible attacking strategies that the warden or steganalyser can apply to identify the pres-
ence of steganographic information in the communicated data. First, information-theoretic
techniques might be exploited for this purpose that requires the availability of the statistics
of the cover and stego data to the steganalyzer. The second option consists in the application
of various constructive techniques mostly operated without this knowledge and based on the
signal processing fundamentals.

Technical approach: The proposed approach differs from the existing solutions in two main
aspects: (a) a locally non-stationary Gaussian model is introduced via source splitting to
represent the statistics of the cover image and (b) the detection of the hidden information is
performed not from all but from those channels that allow to perform it with the required
accuracy. We analyze the theoretically attainable bounds in such a framework and compare
them to the corresponding limits of the existing state-of-the-art frameworks.

Obtained results: For both statistical assumptions about the cover data, namely, global i.i.d.
Laplace pdf or local non-stationary Gaussian pdf with exponentially distributed local variance,
we derived the lower bound on the probability of error for the steganalyser assuming spread
spectrum based embedding of secret information and realized that in the global analysis case
the performance is higher. We showed that in order to improve the efficiency of the local
analysis, the steganalyser might perform the binary hypothesis test based not on all parallel
channels but rather on “reliable” ones with variance commensurable with the variance of the
communicated hidden signal.

2.5 Analysis of the robustness of practical systems

2.5.1 An Accurate Analysis of Scalar Quantization-Based Data Hiding
[PFPGV06]

Addressed problem: This work comes to fill a gap in watermarking theory, analyzing the exact
performance of the Scalar Costa Scheme (SCS) facing additive Gaussian attacks when the
usual approximation of high-resolution quantization is not valid, thus taking into account the
host statistics.

Motivations: Quantization-based methods for data hiding are suboptimal but down-to-earth
implementations of Costa’s scheme. Amongst these methods, the Scalar Costa Scheme (SCS)
has become one of the most popular ones, for its simplicity and good performance. However,
from the performance analyses made so far [EBTG03, PGBH03], it can be drawn the mislead-
ing conclusion that spread-spectrum-based schemes perform better than quantization-based
ones in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels for high noise levels.

Technical approach: First, we present the theoretical framework and introduce the notation
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and the fundamentals of SCS and DC-QP, a generalization of SCS based on the spread-
transform. Second, the performance of these methods is assessed from the point of view of
the probability of error, stressing the differences with the results obtained under the flat-host
assumption. Third, we recompute the achievable rates of SCS. Finally, we show the link
between SCS and Improved Spread Spectrum, comparing their performance.

Obtained results: The analysis accomplished in this work has shown that when their param-
eters are optimally selected, and under AWGN attacks, the theoretical performance of SCS
is better than that of SS for the whole range of watermark to noise ratios, contrarily to what
was thought so far. The other key aspect of this work is the theoretical analysis of SCS when
only two centroids have non-negligible occurrence probabilities, elucidating the behavior of
SCS for small WNR’s, and also allowing the derivation of some new interesting connections
between SCS, SS and ISS. Finally, we have seen that the consideration of finite DWR’s is
crucial in the analysis of SCS when embedding takes place in a projected domain, as in the
DC-QP scheme, due to the reduction of the effective DWR.

2.5.2 Multiple watermarking [MKSU06, MUW07]

Addressed problems: Multiple Watermarking

Motivations: Multiple watermarking is one of the issues in watermarking not well investigated.
Obviously, scenarios where selling of an item is associated with embedding a fingerprint require
the possibility to insert multiple watermarks in a robust manner in case re-selling occurs.

Technical approach: We investigate and compare the usefulness of blind and non-blind wa-
termarking schemes and relate these findings to the robustness properties found in multiple
watermarking in case a single watermarking scheme is applied several times. Additionally,
we investigate the interdependencies among different watermarking schemes in case different
techniques are applied one after the other in multiple marking.

Obtained results: We have found that for blind schemes, watermark detection correlation is
decreased with the number of embedded marks independent of the order of embedding whereas
for non-blind schemes the detection correlation is decreased least for the mark embedded at
last and decreased most for the mark embedded first. In addition to that it turns out that
watermark interference can not be controlled by simply using different embedding domains
(e.g. wavelet and DCT) but by carefully partitioning the frequency domain available for each
mark.

2.5.3 Effectiveness of exhaustive watermark detection: a case study

Addressed problem: Since in [Bar05] it has been argued that, apart from computational com-
plexity, the Exhaustive Search Detection (ESD) is possibly the best remedy against watermark
de-synchronization, the aim of our work is to analyze if ESD can still be used to cope with
geometrical attacks when considering a scenario where the size of the search space, i.e. the
cardinality of the class of geometric attacks under consideration, increases exponentially with
the size of the host feature sequence nf .

Motivations: Robustness against geometric attacks is one of the challenges researchers on data
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hiding still need to face with. When such kind of attacks is carried out, usually the hidden
watermark is not removed, but it undergoes a displacement that induces a de-synchronization
impairing a successful detection. Geometrical modifications, intentional as well as uninten-
tional, are easy to implement, and in many cases the human visual system does not perceive
them.

Technical approach: It is needed to compare the exponent εa characterizing the dimension-
ality of the search space over all the possible geometric attacks |Attack| (that is |Attack| =
exp(nf εa)) against the error exponent εFA characterizing the false alarm error probability PFA

(that is PFA = exp(−nf εFA)) of the watermark detector. If εa is lower than the εFA then
it is possible to cope with watermark de-synchronization by increasing the number of host
features nf . For sake of simplicity we focus on the Random Bending Attack (RBA) [Pet00],
according to which some random local geometric deformations are applied to de-synchronize
the detector, and on a particular watermarking system, namely the multiplicative Spread
Spectrum (SS) system described in [BBRP01]. Hence we evaluate the dimensionality of the
RBA, subject to a constraint on the perceptual distortion, and we estimate the PFA applying
the Chernoff Bound limits [CM04].

Obtained results: After determining the two mentioned exponents, εRBA for the RBA and
εFA for the SS watermarking system, their comparison has been performed, considering how
the variation of the set of parameters influencing εRBA and εFA, can modify the final results.
In particular some test images have been watermarked with different parameters (i.e. the
frequencies chosen for the watermark embedding, the watermark energy, etc.) and then the
RBA has been applied to the watermarked images, considering only the attacks that make the
watermark unrecoverable. All the tests (with different images, different parameters for the
watermarking system and attack) confirm that the exponent εFA is always greater than the
exponent εRBA thus proving that the Exhaustive Search Detection is a proper way to combat
the Random Bending Attack and that it is possible to cope with watermark de-synchronization
by increasing the number of host features nf .

3 Investigation of practical attacks

As we stated in the introduction, the analysis of the effectiveness of various classes of attacks
was carried out according to two different perspectives, one more oriented to benchmarking
and one linked to the organization of worldwide contests aiming at investigating the validity
of known attacks and at identifying new classes of possibly unexplored attacks. The first type
of activity is described hereafter, while the second one is summarized in section 5.

3.1 Profiles for Evaluation - The Security Profile

Addressed problem: The evaluation of digital watermarking schemes is one important
research area. It helps to improve a given algorithm or to identify the required parameter
set for optimal usage of an application scenario. Thereby, mostly the single properties of
digital watermarking schemes (like transparency or robustness) are in focus and evaluated.
The security of a digital watermark scheme is often neglected and end users cannot compare
different watermarking schemes or different parameter settings with each other.
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Motivations: Existing publications, like [DMLHJ06], [LD07], focus on the formalization
and definition of the measurements of the watermark properties like transparency, capacity,
complexity and robustness. The motivation of our work is to formalize and standardize
the evaluation strategy of watermark security with its required measurement functions.
Additional, the evaluation results should be normalized, to provide comparability.

Technical approach: Derived from the motivation, the security measurement of a digital
watermark scheme is defined, formalized and its measurement introduced. Thereby, we
differ between different types of security and its potential attacks like collusion attack or key
space [BC06] search. For each single security definition, a general measurement is defined
and based on it, the average, maximum and minimum security can be computed. The
total average, minimum and maximum watermark security depends on all single security
measurements predefined. Based on the single and total security measurements, the basic
evaluation profile security PSecurity is defined for all security evaluations. Thereby, the
existing profile formalization from [LD07] is used. Our work also focuses on the practical
security evaluation of digital audio watermark schemes to provide comparability and to
identify possible application scenarios.

Obtained results: First results we obtained are the definition and formalization of the single
watermark security measurements and based on it, the computation of the total watermark
security. Thereby, we differ always between average, minimum and maximum watermark
security. Our first tests evaluate the collusion attack security by averaging and mosaicing
(copy/paste) marked parts of the audio signal. An intra- and inter-evaluation and analysis is
done and it is shown, that the used parameter set of one watermarking scheme has an impact
of the collusion security. Furthermore, watermarking schemes working in different domains
provide also different collusion securities.

4 Development of practical systems

As for the evaluation of the security of practical systems, the development of new watermark-
ing and data hiding schemes considered both security (section 4.1) and robustness (section
4.2). The development of secure systems was mainly oriented to steganography with the
development of two new schemes with improved security. The first one (section 4.1.1) con-
siders image-based steganography and works according to the principle that embedding the
stegomessage at a higher semantic level should result in a more secure (statistically unde-
tectable) watermark. The second one, addresses audio steganography in the wavelet domain
(section 4.1.2). Security against collusion attacks has also been considered, by extending
a previously proposed anticollusion approach based on image pre-warping to the 3D case
(section 4.1.3). The second part of this section is devoted to a bunch of works addressing
watermarking security, though considering rather different, often non correlated, scenarios,
the results obtained by these works are worth being mentioned for their quality. Noticeably,
many of them (4.2.4, 4.2.5, 4.2.6) address the watermarking of new media types like maps,
2D and 3D graphical objects.
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4.1 Secure data hiding techniques

4.1.1 MPsteg color: a practical steganographic method in the MP domain
[CB07]

Addressed problem: Many modern approaches to detect the presence of hidden messages are
based on statistical analysis, preferably on the analysis of higher-order statistical regularities.
Blind steganalyzers rely on a statistical analysis to understand whether a given signal contains
hidden data or not, however this analysis disregards the semantic content of the cover signal.
On the sender side, it could use this knowledge to develop a steganography that embed the
secret message within the semantic of the cover message.

Motivations: From a steganographic point of view, it may be argued that it is preferable to
embed the secret message at higher semantic levels, e.g. by modifying structural elements of
the host signal like lines, edges or flat areas in the case of still images. A similar necessity
has been recognized by modern image representation and compression techniques. We have
investigated these more semantic - feature dependent domains for develop a steganography
that it is able to embed a message in a more semantic level.

Technical approach: The idea behind this work is to adaptively choose the elements of a
high redundant basis to represent the host image. In this way, the image is expressed as the
composition of a set of structured elements resembling basic image structures such as lines,
corners, and flat regions. We design a stable Matching Pursuit algorithm by defining our
selection and update rule such that make stable the decomposition path. Indeed, by using
the structure of the colour-pixel domain images we are proved that exists a stable domain,
based on high redundant basis decomposition, where the secret message can be embedded
within. We use the decomposition path built by decomposing a colour band to extract the
weight on the other two bands. Afterwards we embed in those extracted weight the secret
message. By changing the weight, we are able to embed within a more semantic - high
redundant basis dependent domain.

Obtained results: By means of a prototypal implementation of our idea, we demonstrated the
validity of the newly proposed approach by comparing the MPSteg-color scheme with classical
±1 embedding. Despite of enormous penalty MPSteg has to pay in terms of PSNR (more
than 7 dB with respect to plain ±1 embedding) its performance in terms of undetectability
with respect to sophisticated steganalysis are very good. More importantly, we have proved
that under some constraints it is possible to make stable the high redundant basis domain.
By this results, we are able to apply whichever embedding rule we want, to obtain a more
undetectable technique.

4.1.2 WaSpStego - A Wavelet Domain Based Spread Spectrum Audio Steganog-
raphy Algorithm with Increased Reliability

Addressed problem:Development and implementation of a wavelet domain based spread
spectrum audio steganography algorithm with increased reliability and high transparency.
The intended cover data are PCM coded audio data with 44.1 kHz sampling rate, 16 bit
quantization and stereo.
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Motivations: In the field of media steganography most commonly a lossless communication
channel for the cover objects is assumed. The goal for the development of an audio
steganography scenario with increased reliability lies in the existence of (potentially) lossy
communication channels for audio data like VoIP telephony. The idea for the development
of the introduced algorithm was to compensate impact of the error behaviour of a lossy
transmission channel on the steganographic message.

Technical approach: WaSpStego is a spread spectrum, wavelet domain algorithm, linearly
embedding ECC secured messages into PCM coded audio files. The embedding is done
by the modification of the signum of the lower third of wavelet coefficients of each block.
Detection is done by correlating the signums of these coefficients with the output of the
PSNR initialized with the same key as in the embedding. In [KD07a] a detailed description
of the algorithm can be found.

Obtained results: The algorithm was used in the evaluations in [KD07a] and [KD07b],
showing detection accuracies for this algorithm in comparison with eight other information
hiding algorithms using an audio steganalysis approach introduced in [KD07a].

4.1.3 Anticollusion watermarking of 3D models by means of pre-warping
[UBK08]

Addressed problem: The addressed problem is the resilience against collusion attack in 3D
watermarking systems. Collusion attacks on watermarked 3D models have never been ad-
dressed by the scientific literature. A set of colluders may, in fact, team up to exploit the
different versions of the marked content to estimate the original non-marked document, or,
at least, to make watermark detection/decoding impossible. In many cases, a simple average
of the marked 3D models is sufficient to prevent watermark extraction.

Motivations: A key-property for watermarking systems is usually their robustness. Malicious
users will surely design some attacks to defeat the system as for the case of the collusion
attack. Since watermarked 3D models are rather sensitive to the collusion attacks (i.e. only
few models are needed to have a successful collusion), it is needed a countermeasure that
impedes the colluders to inhibit watermark detection while ensuring an acceptable quality of
the attacked model.

Technical approach: We propose a resilience strategy for generic 3D watermarking systems,
so that more sophisticated collusion attacks are needed to defeat the system. The provided
countermeasure, based on pre-warping techniques, inherits its theoretical properties by a
similar technique already developed for still images and video watermarking. First the 3D
mesh is parameterized by expressing the position of each vertex in polar coordinates. Then
the radial coordinate ρ is expressed as a function of the angular coordinates θ and ϕ. At
this point a random pre-warping is applied in θ, ϕ plane. The warped mesh is obtained by
going back into the cartesian domain and the watermark is inserted, as a last step, in the
pre-warped mesh. While the proposed approach is a general one, its effectiveness is tested by
applying it to a particular scheme based on wavelet-domain spread spectrum watermarking.
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Obtained results: The application of different collusion strategies has revealed the difficulty
for the colluders to inhibit watermark detection while ensuring an acceptable quality of the
attacked model. To assess the validity of the proposed warping functions as an anticollusion
countermeasure, we simulated a collusion attack applied after a re-ordering algorithm. The
re-ordering was preceded by a global alignment procedure based on principal axis matching.
The distortion strength, introduced by the warping function, has to be balanced in order to
preserve the models visual quality. We measured the warping function minimum strength
that resulted in a wrong alignment and hence in a low-quality colluded mesh. We proved
the existence of a range of distortion strength for which the quality of the warped meshes is
ensured while colluders’ minimum distance reordering fails.

4.2 Robust watermarking

4.2.1 DWT-SVD Based Image Watermarking Tool [ECR07]

Addressed problem: Development of a robust image watermarking approach for the DWT-
SVD domain presented in [GE04].

Motivations: The existing robust image watermarking approach from Ganic and Eskicioglu
[GE04] was a non-blind algorithm using image data as cover and watermark message. The
idea was to develop a blind watermarking algorithm working also in DWT-SVD domain of
grey-scale images and capable of handling ASCII text as watermark message.

Technical approach: The embedding is done in our blind watermarking scheme by modi-
fication of the output of the Singular Value Decomposition of an image transformed into
Wavelet-Domain. Therefore our watermarking algorithm works in the same embedding
domain as the watermarking approach described by E. Ganic and A. Eskicoglu in 2004 [GE04]
for their hybrid non-blind algorithm. Applying the watermark on a signal in DWT-SVD
representation is generally considered being robust against many attacks involving filtering,
noise addition and lossy compression. To further improve the robustness different error
correction mechanisms were implemented.

Obtained results: Tests regarding the capacity, transparency, robustness and computational
complexity of the implemented algorithm were performed. Compared with the scheme of
Ganic and Eskiciouglu the implemented algorithm lost robustness. It is robust against colour
value changes (histogram normalisation and gamma correction) and blurring and sharpening
operations. It was determined by the test that it is not robust against compression,
geometric attacks. When evaluation the transparency PSNR values up to 74 dB were
achieved. Subjective tests confirmed the high transparency already indicated by objective
tests. When comparing the new algorithm with the scheme from Ganic and Eskicioglu, a
higher capacity is achieved by splitting the sub bands into macro blocks. This also reduced
the computational complexity of the algorithm since the BCH error correction code used is
computed significantly faster for smaller objects (the macro blocks) than larger objects (the
complete sub bands).
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4.2.2 Costa Problem Under Channel Ambiguity [VFVKP06]

Addressed problem: Contrarily to the existing encoding strategies for practical robust data-
hiding attempting encoder optimization for the particular state of the attacking channel (i.e.,
fixed variance), we address the problem of optimal encoder design for the Costa communica-
tions setup assuming that the channel variance is varying within some interval.

Motivations: A widely used benchmarking strategy for data-hiding schemes consists in the
evaluation of the achievable rate across an AWGN channel assuming that its variance varies
within a predefined interval. The rate evaluation is performed assuming a fixed encoder
structure that is optimal only for a fixed channel variance. However, some rate loss is observed
in the performance while deviating from the optimal noise variance.

Technical approach: Since the Costa setup was entirely considered under the Gaussian as-
sumptions about host and channel statistics, we assume that the channel is an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with unknown variance defined on some interval. Thus, we propose
rather than optimizing the Costa setup performance for a certain WNR to maximize the
average achievable rate on a given interval of WNRs. Firstly, we solve the problem of aver-
age achievable rate optimization assuming that the distribution of noise variances is known.
Secondly, we withdraw the previous assumption and consider that the variance distribution
is unknown.

Obtained results: We analyzed the Costa communications setup assuming different level of
prior information about the statistics of the attacking channel. The result of the formulated
problem gives the value of the optimization parameter α to be used in the codebook design.
Furthermore, we considered the case when the distribution of these variances is unknown
and performed the analysis within the minimax framework. The obtained result revealed the
problem of zero-rate communications for the low-WNR regime. The disclosed problem solu-
tion was obtained assuming that fixed rate of reliable communication should be guaranteed
for the worst communication conditions.

4.2.3 Robust zero-bit and multi-bit audio watermarking using correlation de-
tection and chaotic signals [NG07]

Addressed problem: A book chapter presenting a review of two approaches developed by
AUTH for the blind robust watermarking of audio signals was authored. Both reviewed
approaches use chaotic maps for the generation of the watermark signals and a correlation-
based watermark detection procedure.

Motivations: The motivation behind this work was to provide robust audio watermarking al-
gorithms. As already mentioned, both algorithms utilize chaotic sequences as watermark sig-
nals. The motivation behind this choice, especially for the single-bit watermarking technique
(see the technical approach section below) was that high-frequency watermarks demonstrate
superior performance if no attacks have been imposed on the original data. Thus, chaotic
signals, which were proven to have easily controllable spectral properties, are well suited as
watermark signals. Moreover, watermarks created by certain chaotic maps (e.g. the skew
tent map) have demonstrated superior performance compared to other watermarks having
exactly the same spectral characteristics. However high-frequency watermarks are vulnerable
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to low-pass attacks. The first reviewed technique attempts to surmount this vulnerability and
improve the audio watermarking system detection reliability.

The motivation behind the second reviewed audio watermarking method is to introduce a
multiple-bit extension of the watermarking technique presented in [BPN01].

Technical approach: The first method is a zero-bit method that embeds high-frequency chaotic
watermarks by multiplicative embedding in the low frequencies of the Discrete Fourier Trans-
form (DFT) domain. This results in a combination of good detection performance and ro-
bustness to low-pass attacks. Issues like the best sub-band to embed the watermark were also
studied. Extensive theoretical performance analysis was also conducted.

The second method operates on the temporal domain and embeds multiple bits of informa-
tion in the host signal. This is achieved by embedding a basic watermark multiple times,
each time with a sign that encodes the bit to be embedded. The method features also inclu-
sion of synchronization bits and selection of the embedding procedure starting position that
minimizes interference from the host signal. Detection is performed in a correlation-based
manner that allows for the estimation of the actual embedding position and the detection of
the synchronization bits.

Obtained results:

The zero bit method was compared against two other methods and proved to achieve better
performance both when no attacks occur and when attacks like MPEG compression, low-
pass filtering, quantization etc are applied on the host signal. The multiple bit watermarking
method proved to be robust to cropping, quantization, MPEG compression and other low-pass
operations.

4.2.4 Blind City Maps Watermarking [HNP07]

Addressed problem: This work addresses the problem of Digital Rights Management (DRM)
for city maps through watermarking. City maps, also called urban maps, are usually abstract
representations of real cities. They usually do not hold exact geographical data like other
types of maps but useful visual information in order to let a person to orientate and reach
his destination.

Motivations: GIS maps are accurate representations of geographical areas where each geo-
graphical entity, like a river or a road, is represented by a certain set of coordinates. There
are several watermarking techniques for such maps [DNP05, SP04, OUE03, KKK01] which
perform small unnoticeable changes in the geographic coordinates. The goal of such tech-
niques is to maintain the distortion induced by the watermark low. City maps differ in the
sense that the coordinates are not accurate and the entities usually have regular shapes in a
grid-like structure, i.e. buildings are represented by rectangular shapes and are aligned along
roads. The main goal for a watermarking technique for this kind of maps is to keep the visual
distortion and regular structure of the map low, i.e. to maintain the regular shapes and the
grid-like structure so that the human eye cannot notice irregularities.

Technical approach: The proposed method embeds a binary watermark sequence, generated
from a key, in the width of the road segments using a quantization technique. Each watermark
bit is embedded in a different road segment of the map; a road segment is formed by the
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two edges of two buildings that are facing each other. First the map is analyzed and road
segments are extracted. Once we have all the road segments, we rotate the map according
to the most common direction, i.e. the direction of the majority of the roads, so that this
primary direction coincides with the horizontal direction. Then we rotate the map again by
a rotation angle, whose value is determined by the watermark key, order the road segments
according to their starting positions on the map and select the road segments which will hold
the watermark using the watermark key. We embed the sequence by modifying the road
segment width according to the watermark bit they must hold. The key of the embedding
process is to compute a width to length ratio for each road segment. The range of values of
this ratio is quantized in N intervals (bins) and a binary value, 0 or 1, is assigned to each one
of them. If the ratio of a road segment that should encode bit ”0” (”1”) falls in the interval
that corresponds to ”0” (”1”), no operation is performed, otherwise, the width is modified in
order to move the ratio to the closest bin corresponding to the desirable bit value. Finally
we inversely rotate the map to set it to its original orientation. The double rotation is done
to be robust against rotation and for increasing the security of the watermark. The proposed
technique is blind, i.e. it does not require the original map in order to extract the watermark.

Obtained results: The technique was implemented and tested on city map data showing
robustness against uniform scaling, rotation, translation and additive white Gaussian noise.
The main characteristic of the method is that, unlike other methods proposed for general
GIS data, it keeps the visual quality of city maps, i.e. retains the rectangular structure of
buildings and their perceptual alignment with the road borders. The embedding capacity
depends on the amount of road segments in the map and a user defined embedding parameter
representing the percentage of road segments which will be watermarked.

4.2.5 Optimal Detector for the Fourier Descriptors Domain Watermarking of
2D Vector Graphics [DNP07]

Addressed problem: This work addresses the problem of blind robust 2D vector graphic data
watermarking. Such data include, among others, Computer Aided Design (CAD) files, car-
toons, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data or drawings in vector format.

Motivations: Little work has been done in watermarking of 2D vector graphics data, mainly
for 2D GIS data [CCK03, OUE03, KKK01, LX03, VB02]. Since vector graphics data (CAD
designs or cartoons) usually require significant man effort to construct, robust watermarking
techniques for such data are of utmost importance. Watermarking techniques for images or
video are not suitable due to the nature of the vector graphics, which are based on vertices
coordinates and not in pixels’ intensity. Moreover, watermarking of vector graphics data
should adhere to (usually) strict fidelity constraints.

Technical approach: The proposed technique builds on and extends the algorithm proposed
in [SP04] which achieves polygonal line watermarking by representing such lines as a complex
signal and evaluating the corresponding Fourier Descriptors. Embedding is performed by
modifying the Fourier Descriptors magnitude in a multiplicative way. In [SP04] the watermark
detection is done by correlating the Fourier Descriptors of the signal under study with the
watermark sequence. The contribution of the proposed approach is the introduction of an
optimal blind detector that utilizes the statistics of the Fourier Descriptors. The detector
is based on the likelihood ratio test (LRT). The statistics involved in the LRT, namely the
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probability density functions of the Fourier Descriptors magnitude for the two events (the
polygonal line does not host watermark W or the polygonal line hosts watermark W), are
estimated analytically. Furthermore other important issues like embedding and detection in
multiple lines or watermarking of adjacent lines are treated.

Obtained results: The technique was implemented and tested on real data, mainly SVG graph-
ics files. Since the embedding approach is the same as in [SP04] the method is totally immune
to geometric distortions such as rotation, isotropic scaling, change of traversal starting point,
etc. and sufficiently robust to other attacks like noise addition and anisotropic scaling. The
proposed optimal detector, which was the main contribution of this work achieved superior
detection performance (smaller false alarm and false rejection errors), significantly better than
the techniques in [SP04] and [LX03].

4.2.6 Watermark Recovery from 2D Views of a 3D Object Using Texture or
Silhouette Information [BGD07]

Addressed problem: We describe a novel framework for watermarking 3D objects using their
texture or silhouette information. Unlike most conventional 3D object watermarking tech-
niques, for which both insertion and extraction of the mark are performed on the object itself
(3D/3D approach), we propose an asymmetric 3D/2D procedure. It consists in watermarking
3D objects and retrieving the mark from rendering 2D images or videos having used the 3D
synthetic object, thus protecting the visual representations of the object.

Motivations: To the best of our knowledge, in all already published approaches, users are
assumed to access the 3D watermarked datafile to extract/detect the mark. However, in
some cases where the 3D data is not accessible at the extraction step, it is necessary to work
on suspect 2D images (resulting images or videos having used a synthetic object) than the
datafile of the 3D object itself.

Technical approach: The basic idea is to design a 3D watermarking algorithm that enables to
preserve a trace of the hidden data in 2D representations of this object, and it then should be
possible to extract the watermark. When considering visual representations of a 3D object,
we have to distinguish two kinds of objects. On the one hand, 3D realistic objects rich in
texture whose representations are often described as a mere color map (i.e. image) also called
texture image. On the other hand, we have to consider CAD (Computer Assisted Design)
objects only described as purely geometrical shapes whose visual representations are often
composed of 2D polygonal lines. Considering the description of a 3D object, we propose
therefore two asymmetrical 3D/2D watermarking algorithms. The first algorithm protects
the 3D object usage through texture watermarking. We can then check if a 2D represented
view is protected by recovering hidden data from the watermarked texture. This algorithm
is appropriate for textured objects. For CAD (Computer Assisted Design) objects, a second
algorithm is proposed. It is based on the object’s apparent contour. For the texture-based
approach, given a known 3D object consisting of a geometric definition, a texture image and
a texture mapping function, the texture image of a textured 3D object is watermarked using
a still image watermarking algorithm. The 3D object is then rendered in a 2D view. The
part of the original texture image that is visible in the 2D view is reconstructed. Finally,
the watermark is extracted from the reconstructed texture image. For the silhouette-based
approach. Given a known 3D object consisting of a geometric definition (represented by
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3D polygonal meshes) we can protect it by watermarking its apparent contour. We first
extract the silhouette of the object to watermark, once the extracted silhouette is sampled
we watermark it using a robust watermarking algorithm of 3D polygonal lines to get the
protected 3D object. This watermarked object can then be published for further use and
representation in virtual scenes or hybrid natural/synthetic videos. Afterward, we can check
if the represented object is protected by extracting its 2D contour, sampling it again and then
detecting the watermark’s presence after choosing the best view among the ones used during
the embedding process.

Obtained results: We have carried out various experiments to have a first assessment of the
performances that can be expected from our asymmetric 3D/2D approach. Experiments were
carried out mainly on the model of human head and on 2D views of it (results obtained on
some other objects were very similar). For our reference experiments we considered ideal
conditions: parameters of these experiments were completely controlled i.e. there was no
synthetic lighting, 3D objects were projected directly in the 2D image with no alteration, the
perspective projection that we used for 2D rendering is assumed to be known. The obtained
EER was very low thus outlining good detection performance. In another set of experiments,
we considered more realistic conditions. As expected, performances are lower but detection
of the watermark remains possible. We also drew attention on the fact that the presented
schemes were robust to various attacks mainly topological manipulations, noise imposition
and mesh simplification.

5 Investigation on the existence of new classes of attacks

As it was already stated in our previous deliverable (D.WVL.9), in order to investigate the
validity of the known attacks and the possible existence of new types of attacks never imple-
mented before, the Wavila partners organized the BOWS (Break Our Watermarking Sys-
tem) contest. Given the great success of the contest several dissemination actions were
carried out to bring the results we have got to the attention of the whole watermarking
community. Specifically, a special session entirely dedicated to the BOWS contest was
organized during the conference Security, Steganography, and Watermarking of Multime-
dia Contents IX held in S. Jose on January 2007. The special session included 7 papers
([PB07, GFC07, BDF07, Ear07, Wes07, CAPG07, CAY07] ), three of which authored by
Wavila members ([PB07, Wes07, CAPG07]). As it became evident during the presentations,
the BOWS contest highlighted that in the addressed scenario the most dangerous attack is
by far the sensitivity attack and its many variants. Specifically, some very interesting modi-
fications of the original algorithm were proposed to speed up the sensitivity attack and make
it feasible in a practical scenario.

A second dissemination action linked to the BOWS contest is the organization of a special
section of the EURASIP Journal of Information Security gathering an extended version of
the most interesting papers presented during the SPIE Conference. The special section is
planned to be published late in 2007.

Following the success of the BOWS contest, it was also decided to organize a second contest
focused on sensitivity and security attacks. The contest is going to be launched in the Summer
of 2007 and will last for 9 months.
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In general, it has been widely recognized the validity of the contest tool to analyze the security
and robustness of practical watermarking schemes and to stimulate new research in the area.
We believe that the whole watermarking community will resort more often to this kind of
activity in the future.

6 Appendix (miscellaneous work)

6.1 Perceptual quality evaluation of 3D watermarked models [CGEB07]

Addressed problem: 3D watermarking is far from the level of maturity reached by watermark-
ing in other domains. This is also the case with regard to the evaluation of the perceptual
quality of watermarked 3D meshes. This research streamline considered the development
of a quality metric that measures the perceptual impact of the distortion introduced when
watermarking a 3D mesh.

Motivations: As with any watermarking scheme working on any kind of data, the unobtrusive-
ness of the watermark is a key requirement. However very few is known about the perceptual
mechanisms underlying the perception of a 3D model through conventional graphic rendering
schemes. Our research aimed at solving the above problem by first proposing a methodology
to perform psycho visual experiments dealing with perception of rendered 3D data, then we
used such a methodology to develop a quality metric.

Technical approach: The first step was to propose a methodology to carry out the psychovisual
experiments the new metric should rely on. To do so we had to decide the way the object
under examination is rendered. Then we had to set the observing conditions and decide the
role of interaction between the observer and the 3D object. As a second step we performed a
thorough series of experiments gathering information about the way the watermark distortion
is perceived by the observers. Based on this observations we developed two different metrics,
both of them based on the concept of 3D model roughness and on a measure of the roughness
increase caused by the watermark. Finally we checked the validity of the two new metrics
against a new set of experiments involving 4 different watermarking methods. The results we
obtained were compared against more classical 3D metrics such as the Hausdorff distance.

Obtained results: The analysis of the data collected by the two subjective experiments de-
scribed in the previous point, demonstrated first of all that the methodology we developed
is appropriate and provides reliable subjective data about quality evaluation of watermarked
3D objects. The two perceptual metrics for 3D watermarking impairments prediction have
proved to outperform greatly the state-of-the-art geometric metrics commonly used for 3D
model comparison. More importantly, the experimental results show that the proposed met-
rics provide a good prediction of the human perception of the distortions introduced by 3D
watermarking. Hence, these metrics could be used in a feedback mechanism to tune the wa-
termarking parameters of 3D watermarking algorithms optimizing the watermark insertion.
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